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Shikha Gupta is a well-seasoned HR Leader with rich and diverse work experience in the areas
of Talent Acquisition (Campus, Lateral & Leadership), HR Generalist, Learning &
Development, Organizational Development, Employee Engagement, and HR Business Partner
functions. She has been instrumental in developing, leading & streamlining the HR and
Recruitment functions with her proven ability to enhance operational effectiveness and meet
organization level goals within the cost, time & quality parameters.
Shikha is currently working as Head – Talent Acquisition at WinWire Technologies, Bangalore.
She is primarily responsible for attracting talent across levels and geographies (India & US).
She is a part of the Leadership Team at WinWire and is involved in multiple organization wide
strategic initiatives. Prior to that she has been a part of both Product and IT Services
organizations like Wipro, OnMobile Global, Tally India, Oracle & NIIT where she has been
strategically involved in their growth and success while leading different HR functions across
geographies.

Shikha Gupta
President
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Shikha holds a Master’s degree in Human Resource Management. For a large part of her career,
she has been actively involved Campus hiring (Tech & non tech) across premium schools and
colleges. She has also been engaged in providing corporate trainings on Soft skills, Personality
development and French language.
She is also involved in multiple other Social Services and CSR initiatives like Founding
Ambassador of SupportSaturdays, Podcaster at the Guiding Voice, Member of TedCircles by
The Guiding Voice, Volunteer at Woman With Wings and Volunteer at Leaders Lifting
Leaders. She is also proud to be associated with Shenzyn and Yung Minds for their
engagements.
She has been a globetrotter since childhood and has travelled across the world (US, Europe,
Africa & Asia) learning and exploring about different, people, cultures, lifestyles which adds to
her rich experience and a liberal, progressive outlook towards life. She believes “Life is not
meant to be lived in one place!”
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Shilpa Pruthi is an HR leader with a diverse experience spanning across
industries and verticals, and a proven track record of successfully delivering
results through designing and implementing a precise Talent Strategy for the
Business across Technology start-ups & fortune 500 Companies
In her current role, She is heading Talent Acquisition for Softtek, India. She has
significant experience in technical recruiting & have been instrumental in scaling
and managing engineering and business functions

Shilpa Pruthi
Vice-President
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Additionally, associated with diversity initiatives for around 3+ years with
different organizations. These initiatives range from developing culture change
program to hard core gender audits for tracking progress quantitively, from
organizing networking events to conceptualizing and driving theme-based
workshop.
Over the past years, She was primarily responsible for attracting talent across
levels and geographies (India & US). She had the opportunity to drive some
complex and unique people & culture initiatives to provide necessary support and
guidance at an operational and strategic business level. Shilpa holds a Master’s
degree in Computer Science & Human Resource Management .
She volunteers as a mentor and feel blessed to create an impact in one’s life
journey.
She is a storyteller at heart!Continuous learning & high integrity is what she
believes in
She is also involved in other Social Services and CSR initiatives like Founding
Ambassador of #Support Saturdays.
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Aanchhal is a self driven, creatively oriented global project professional
based in Toronto, Canada. She is a consistently top-rated PMP certified
Project Manager with over 13 years of experience helping clients in
their transformation journey through processes and technology .
Currently she is eading a diverse team of PM's, architects, business
analysts, developers, QA,Engineers,developers etc. She has a proven record
in delivering projects across domains for large & small ITES
clients, Canadian Airports, European telecom giants in the areas
of Finance, Human Resource, Client Success, Marketing &
Sales, IT ,Infrastructure setup, Learning and development etc.

Aanchhal Tripathi Gulati
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Aanchhal holds a MBA from Amity Buisness School, India along with a six
sigma greenbelt certification. Post working with WIPRO Technologies for a
decade, she is currently working with a European Aviation and Logistics
giant - Alstef Group as a Senior Project Manager
She is a professional anchor and have done multiple events - corporate and
commercial as a Master of Ceremonies. She is an avid writer and a national
award winner for creative writing. She has been awarded ‘The Balshree
Samman’ by H.E President of India.
A mother of two girls, Aanchhal enjoys parenting and she documents her
journey through her blog and instagram page - Newparentwoes.
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Anisha Agarwal, an ardent Marketing professional with 17 years of rich
experience across sectors like Advertising, Telecom, and Retail.
She has a expertise in brand transitions and launches. A keen planner with
demonstrated success in delivering revenue growth and consumer experience
through strategic Retail Management, Integrated Marketing and Project
Management.

Anisha Agarwal
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

She has been associated with an NGO named Muskaan over 2 decades. Under the
flagship of the organization, she has led and introduced some landmark policies for
Jaipur traffic management. She also supports her mother with a school that she
runs for underprivileged kids in Jaipur. Aside CSR initiatives and associations,
Anisha actively participates in multiple Marketing forums like Exchange4Media, DMA Asia , TigerHall.
In her current role at IKEA, over the last 5 years she has played a significant role
in successfully launching 2 IKEA stores, Ecommerce in India and built the brand
equity to a substantial level in the operational markets.
Previously, she worked with organizations like Perennial Inc., Bharti Airtel,
Vodafone India and Orchard Advertising.(Leo Burnett).
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She is a trained classical dancer and have been practising the form for over 20
years now.
Enjoys traveling, photography and practice yoga regularly

M.Phil, MBA (HR), M.Com with 20 years’ experience in the field of
Education, Human Resource, Training and Administration. Handling
mainly leadership roles, adaptive and committed to organization goals
while maintaining a positive attitude. Possess enrich experience in
Institutions & Corporate. Contributed as Head of Employee Engagement
team - planning, organizing & implementation of calendar of events for
the year.
Worked as noddle officer on Govt projects FAEA – foundation for
academic excellence & access, for the benefit of economically backward &
academically strong base students of Karnataka & Andhra.

Rani Srinivas
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Currently heading South & West in CCD retail chain, handling complete
gamut of HR activities. Efficiently carrying out tactical execution of
strategies & plans on recruitment, training & retention of employees.
Source for talents and perform active roles with Cafe leadership group to
convey consistent and efficient recruiting process. Perform analysis of HR
data and provide recommendation for company’s strategic direction and
thinking.
Conducted training for Co-operative bank Women employees on
empowering & preparing them for a more challenging career growth.
Strongly believe on the principle – “Lift others while you lift up yourself”.
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With 15 years of technology and entrepreneurial experience in Fortune 500 Companies, Aanchal is
a self-driven and a motivated leader with expertise in areas of product and technology
management, strategy and scale planning, product launch and GTM planning, customer
experience and data analytics.
Being a graduate in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from Birla Institute of Technology and
Science (BITS), Pilani, she decided to pursue her passion in the VLSI domain and worked for the
top semi-conductor companies like Intel & AMD for 10+ years. She was then blessed with her
second child who was diagnosed with health issues when she took the hard decision of halting
her career to focus on her kids. Her daughter's health motivated her to dive into the field of
nutrition when she saw the dearth of nutrition awareness and healthy baby food products in
India.

Aanchal Mittal
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

This is when she adorned the entrepreneurial hat to setup India's first Direct to Consumer 100%
USDA Organic Baby Food Company "BabyStaples". She successfully spearheaded all aspects of
business development from setting up a 100% compliant manufacturing unit to market research,
finance, operations, logistics and marketing. She closely worked with nutritionists and the
customers to ensure right product formulation. Some significant milestones included building a
brand from just an idea, 75% customer retention, an average growth rate of over 200% within a
span of 3 years, leading a team of 21 people from diverse fields and being listed as one of the top 5
organic baby food companies in India by YourStory.
She is currently geared up for her comeback in the semi-conductor industry as a Technical Lead in
the GFX Domain at AMD India Pvt. Ltd. She is a person with a versatile skill set who uses every
opportunity to grow and always ready to take up new challenges.
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She is a very organized person and a health freak. She loves painting, travelling and enjoys
cooking diverse cuisines that are least time consuming and filled with maximum nutrition.
She strongly believes in - "When you truly want something, the whole Universe conspires to
make it happen.".

Hailing from the paradise island of Mauritius, Indian culture and tradition is deep rooted
in Payal, for which she gives credit to her mother, who was from India. These roots have
further been strengthened after she tied the knot with Delhi born and brought up spouse.
India is now more than a second home for her.
Despite, being in digital world for more than 15 years now, computers had been her
preferred past-time since teenage. The engineer flair was present in her since then as
dismantling and of course re-assembling computers was not a phobia for her. Never did
she know that software engineering / consultancy will become her profession as well as
passion as she always dreamt of a career in the aviation industry.
After completion of her BSc (Hons) Computing, she has worn different hats (Teaching,
Consulting, Research and Development) in the ICT sector. She also had a brief enriching
experience in the Retail Banking industry after having completed her EMBA from Birla
Institute of Technology, Mesra Ranchi.

Payal Walia
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

With domain knowledge in Insurance, Banking, Retail and Manufacturing, she is
currently working with Adapt IT, a Johannesburg Stock Exchange listed company as
Oracle Developer / Consultant. She is actively collaborating with persons from various
African countries, namely South Africa, Tanzania, Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia and
Eswatini (commonly known as Swaziland).
Being a foodie, kitchen is where she de-stresses herself and preparing dishes from different
cuisines brings her immense joy, specially in these unprecedented times where we are
confined with borders being closed. Travelling, discovering places and making new
acquaintances are always welcomed by her. Being multilingual (English, French, Hindi,
Punjabi, Creole) makes all of this more easier for her.
She firmly believes and advocates that “Accept what you have done rather than
Justifying yourself” will lead one to be more accountable, responsible and promote
learning.
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Khushboo is Skilled in Digital Strategy, Statistical Data Analysis,
Market Research & Human Resources and Management.
She has completed her MBA in HR and Business Analytics from
SDMIMD, Mysore with a Gold medal for her overall performance
during 2019-21. She is also one of the students who attained the
scholarship to study at Texas A&M University, USA during her MBA.
She is an active member of Toastmasters International and considers it
as a platform to display her communication and leadership skills. She
has served as VP- Education of SDMIMD Toastmasters Club.
Khushboo Rani
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Khushboo also took up educational sessions for Mangalore Prisoners
during the Speech Craft sessions organised by Mangalore
Toastmasters.
Her Hobbies include playing chess, painting and networking with
people of various background.
Khushboo believes in staying positive is a way of life that never lets her
give up on anything.
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Currently an entrepreneur, Juhi Hyder comes with an overall experience of

13+ years across different industries.

Juhi Hyder
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

She has been successfully running mOm Solutions private Limited as a
Founder for last 8+ years. The company primarily operates in the domains of
education & home design. Juhi has been actively engaged in running her
own kindergarten “Alphabet Academy” and plans to launch the franchise
soon. Within 2 years of launch, “Alphabet Academy” has been recognized in
top 10 promising kindergarten by Silicon India & have also been shortlisted
in top 100 kindergarten across India for consecutive awards from Brainfeed.
In addition, she has also been engaged in Home Design services under the
same parent company with the brand name “Khwabish”.
She is actively working on & plans to launch couple of further brands in
coming years for consumer services.
She firmly believes that adding uniqueness to any service being provided to
end user is the key to success.
Prior to this, she worked in IT industry for 5+ years in development & QA
domains.
She holds a correspondence MBA along with a full time B.Tech.
In her free time, she loves to cook and is fond of trying new recipes quite
often. She also enjoys painting, yoga & exploring new places a lot.
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Toshiba is a CORPORATE FACILITATOR &; HR CONSULTANTHigh Impact Facilitator and Coach. Varied experience across different
industries. Great at experiential learning, with hands on activities.
Delivered assessment lead programs to ensure that the learning is
implemented in real time.
Starting out in 1998 with Standard Chartered Bank in managing their
customer service unit had an early on exposure to managing people,
training them and handling real time issues.

TOSHIBA TEWARI
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

There I discovered my true potential to conduct trainings and hone my
problem-solving skills. Eventually I grew to the position of ManagerMarketing at Tally Solutions India Pvt Ltd. Managing the learning
vertical
I had the opportunity to design learning programs, launch national
level certifications and conduct national level marketing + sales
campaigns.
Moved to a startup called GTG (Get Through Guides).
Conducted Train the trainer programs, launched accounting learning
programs on a national & international level. Launched India’s first
every IFRS program. Conducted a variety of Marketing campaigns for
online learning products.
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Technology and Business savvy Management professional, with 15+

years of experience having demonstrated strong leadership qualities
and managing teams. She has done her MBA (HR). She has experience
in Development, Software Testing, Technical writing and Quality
Assurance. She has industry experience in various domains such as
Semiconductor, Networking, Storage, Banking and Insurance (BFSI),
Healthcare, Telecom, and Digital. She has worked for different clients.

Geetha Krishnan
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council
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She has demonstrated collaboration with strong leadership,
coordination, relationship management, analytical and team
management skills, with experience of working in highly matrix
organization structure, with smooth interacting abilities to work with
people across hierarchical levels in the project execution as per
stakeholder expectations.
Recognized for taking initiatives, adapting to rapidly changing
environments and resolving mission-critical issues to ensure program
success. With stakeholder management, negotiation and influencing
experience. She is confident and capable in researching technologies
and disseminating a range of product and process information with
clarity and concision.
She enjoys drawing cartoons and rangolis, pencil sketching, painting
clay pots & T-shirts, mehndi, stitching, playing veena, writing, yoga
and also has dabbled in Mandala and Worli art.

Oindri Sengupta
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council
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Oindri Sengupta is a versatile HR professional with progressive and rich experience in
partnering, designing and driving people strategies, with cross-functional exposure in Talent
Management, Employee Engagement, and Org Design among others. Her career started in the
late 2000s as an HR Executive where she accumulated a little over a decade of experience in
various people centric roles. Along the years, she has gained experience in working with globally
spread cross-functional and multicultural teams across reputed MNCs as well as early age
start-ups.
She has recently moved to the UK and is currently associated with MoreLife UK in their People
and Culture team. Her previous role in India was at 75F Smart Innovations where she headed
the HR function for the APAC region. She honed her abilities in HR business partnering and
talent development, providing a solid foundation for the organisation's talent team. Prior to
75F, she has worked for Product based and IT services companies like Sapient Razorfish and
Onmobile Global Ltd.
Oindri holds a master’s degree in Human Resource Management and a bachelor’s in Human
Development. She chose Human Resource Management for her profession as she believes that
she has always been a people’s person and human psychology interests her immensely. Her
fascination with this domain came from her mother, who is a Counsellor and a teacher of
Psychology at a reputed college in India.
As an extroverted and personable communicator with a proven track record in talent
management, Oindri’s focus on building strong professional relationships has been a valuable
asset throughout her career. She has cross functional expertise in strategic planning & analysis,
business process transformation, relationship management and knowledge management
bridging the gap between multiple cultures and disparate groups. From being the HR partner
and credible strategic initiator on Manpower and Succession planning; she has consistently met
expectations in a controlled cost and high-quality environment.
Oindri is delivery focussed, self-motivated with a passion to keep up to date with latest
technology upgrades. Being someone who loves travelling, Oindri seeks adventure in daily life
as well and her HR career has given her the perfect opportunity to journey within and climb
from strength to strength.
Oindri is currently pursuing Level 5 of CIPD in UK and is a member of Chartered Institute of
Personnel Development.

Pallavi has completed her MBA HR and carries experiences in
Financial, IT Insurance and education sector. She has been a very
hardworking and sincere with the jobs assigned to her.
Pallavi has worked as a Employee Engagement, Recruiter, also as a
Volunteer Teacher in Myanmar.

Pallavi Sahay
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Pallavi has been Past 3 years she has been associated with PIU
university Myanmar and has been busy grooming the future kids
of Myanmar, the quick learners and enthusiasm among the kids
certainly made her realise that it is the wish and desire among
individual which drives one to grow in life.
As part of PIU university, Pallavi participated in lots of drives like
fund raising activities, Collection of Plastics, Cleaning Roads and
Conducting hygiene Workshop at Slum area.
Pallavi has a excellent PR skills and is looking forward to make a
great contributor as a WICCI Council Member.
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Savitha Prakash has 23 years of rich experience in Training, Operations, Project
Management and Entrepreneurship domains. She has worked with different
capacities in Tally (India) Pvt Ltd, PurpleLeap, Pearson, Dayananda Sagar
University to name a few.
She has Master’s degree in Program Management and Bachelor’s degree in
Computer Science. Entrepreneurial experience of 5 years has vital role in the
career excellence.
She currently holds a position of Incubation Manager at Atal Incubation Centre –
Jyothy Institute of Technology Foundation (AIC-JITF). In her current capacity she
works towards providing 360 0 supports to all the startups Incubated in the
Centre.

Savitha Prakash
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

She also works with young aspiring Entrepreneurs in Pre- Incubation program
guiding them in different phases of their Entrepreneurial Journey. She is very
passionate in creating awareness about Entrepreneurship and its benefits among
students. She has also conducted couple of training programs in this regard.
.She believes Women have immense potential and unknowing possess the
entrepreneurship characteristics to become a successful Entrepreneur. The right
guidance and support at the right time will help them to excel in the same. Also
thinks strongly that the society around her also has to change their perspective on
Women Entrepreneurship.
“Never Stop doing your best, just because someone doesn’t give you credit”
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Kala Sadasivam is a working professional with 2+ Decades of rich,
varied and contended experience in the field of education in learning
institutions and Corporate. During her tenure she has held various
roles as Educator, Subject Matter Expert, Content Developer,
Placement Head, Regional Head, Corporate Alliance Head, User
Engagement Head and Operations Head.
She has been instrumental in enabling placement for candidates trained
under various Government Schemes Pan India.

Kala Sadasivam
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Currently She is working at TCS as Corporate Alliance Lead –
Learning Products. She is responsible for Alliance with corporates for
Building & Delivering Learning Programs and Recruitment.
Earlier to this she has worked for Tally Solutions Pvt Ltd, Manipal and
CMC under the corporate sectors and as a lecturer In Africa & India
and The CopperBelt University, Shantiniketan, Fullinfaws and Jyoti
Nivas.
Apart from her corporate commitments she has varied interests and
hobbies which ranges from organic gardening, trekking, driving and
dancing.
She believes in enjoying life to the fullest and having a “Me Time”.
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Shruthi is an Entrepreneur with 11yrs of experience in to HR
and managing a service based company.
Her Life journey is about “Seva towards Society” and she is
been associated with art of living from past 6yrs.
She herself is a“Sri Sri Sanskar Kendra Teacher” for younger
kids
Shruthi
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council
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She is very proactive in helping people and contribute to
someone’s life !

Lakshmi Prakash is an enthusiastic HR manager with 2 years of experience in talent
acquisition and employee engagement. She, as a HR manager displays a willingness to
remain abreast of the latest trends, best practices, and ethics in her profession,which
requires dedication and discipline.
When it comes to following company policies and maintaining confidential information,
she has a strong sense of ethics. She understands that in this field of HR, The only
effective workforce is a motivated one.

LAKSHMI PRAKASH
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council
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She also understands what does and does not motivate the employees. In addition to
having a bachelor’s degree from Jain Deemed to be University, she holds a master’s degree
from James Cook University Singapore. Her experience in education from different
backgrounds and cultures laid a well grounded foundation for her skills like increased
innovation, better problem solving and decision making and opportunities created by
language skills. Her master’s degree helped her to be furnished with skills that encounter
the demands of business including developing communication and engagement skills,
building networks, adopting a commercial ethos, understanding project management and
subjugating critical thinking and problem solving.
Lakshmi started her métier in 2017 in the Digital marketing field at Achieve and Cherish
and that is where she was inspired by the concept of “Creating a brand”, which later
impacted her HR profession. Her work at Achieve and cherish seeked the highest quality
of work ethics which made her carry that throughout her career. In 2019 she carried out
her work as a HR and a Social Media Manager in M56 Studios. By designing and
managing social media campaigns on Facebook and Instagram, she acknowledged that a
HR is the face of a brand whether that’s through social media, content marketing or a
conference presence. She learned the merit of having a great digital presence online that
shows you are active and professional. Along with a thriving profession, Lakshmi is very
keen about photography and takes personal interest in styling as well. She puts a great
deal of effort to remain politically neutral, ethically grounded and to listen
compassionately. She always looks out for the opportunity to grow and be better
everyday.

Film maker, writer, dancer, biker, theatre and voice-over artist.
Ayesha Sasikumar has had an interesting stint in an MNC where
she worked as a Creative manager in the Media Industry, and has
also co-founded 2 start-ups in the past.
With a PGDM in Rehabilitation Science and having worked
closely with PWDs (both physical and mental) she realised the
role that art plays in stabilizing and helping transform people’s
lives. And that led to the conception of AyeKa, her dream
company.
AYESHA SASIKUMAR
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

She recently released her first book, Black Day White, a collection
of prose poetry about mental health, abuse and social narration,
which was selected to be part of an International Lit fest and won
couple of awards too.
Along with a bipolar support group, she also manages and runs
open forums and discussions on mental health and abuse.

Bhavana is a highly passionate, driven, enthusiastic HR professional with over 12 years of
experience in varied facets of Human Resources encompassing Executive Search, Leadership
Hiring, Talent Management, Performance Management, HR Business Partnering, Career
& Capability Development.
She started her career with Egon Zehnder, a leading CXO level Executive Search firm,
where she built her foundation in Leadership Hiring.
She then moved to Wipro as part of their Leadership Hiring team and hired for mid to senior
level positions for varied business lines and across diverse domains.

Bhavana Venkataraman
Council Member
Karnataka Human Resource Council

Currently, Bhavana leads HR for the APMEA Region for one of Wipro's largest Service
Lines. Over the years, she has gained significant experience in managing multicultural and
diverse teams, stakeholders and employees including exposure to shared services model of
delivery. She is extremely passionate about career and capability charters and has
conceptualized, designed and executed programs around career and role enhancement of
employees.
Bhavana holds a Master's degree in HR from University of Bath, UK and Bachelor of
Engineering in Electronics and Telecommunications from University of Mumbai, India.
A multi-lingual person (well versed in over 8 languages) and having lived in multiple
cities/countries, Bhavana is always curious and on the lookout for new learnings and
opportunities. She has always been interested in making a difference and was associated as a
volunteer/coach with Landmark Education.
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She believes that with transparency, integrity, positivity and will power, one can empower
and be empowered to achieve anything in life!!

Together we make a difference!

#StrongHer
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Supported by
WICCI is supported by the massive
global networks of ALL Ladies
League (ALL), Women Economic
Forum (WEF), and SHEconomy.
ALL is a movement of ‘Sisters
Beyond Borders.’
WEF is a platform for ‘Business
Beyond Borders.’ SHEconomy is
e-commerce

for

women

worldwide in Goods & Services
for ‘Commerce Beyond Borders’
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Countries
represented
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Albania, Angola, Armenia, Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan,
Bangladesh, Brazil, Burundi, Cameroon, Canada, Chad, China, Costa
Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Colombia, Ecuador, Egypt,
Ghana, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Hungary, India,
Italy, Israel, Ireland, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lesotho,
Luxembourg, Malawi, Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco,
Montenegro, Morocco, Mozambique, Malta, Netherlands, Nigeria,
Nepal, New Zealand, North Macedonia, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal,
Peru, Puerto Rico, Philippines, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Rwanda,
Serbia, Singapore, Slovenia, Spain, South Africa, South Korea,
Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda,
Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Virgin Islands (US),
UAE, USA, Uzbekistan, Zimbabwe.

